Listen to the complete interview: Barbara King

Professor of Anthropology, The College of William and Mary
Class of 2007 Professor (2004-2007)
2002 Guggenheim Fellow

Introduction Track: Keywords / Phrases

- Animals
- Career
- Observe
- National park
- Zoo
- Mentor
- Surveys
- www.primate.wisc.edu
- Primates
- Jane Goodall
- Frans de Waal
- Bernd Heinrich

All sample questions are designed in order to apply internet search as a basis for exploring and discovering new information.

Sample Questions

- What advice does Professor King give related to pursuing a career that studies animals? What other careers relate to the study of animals?

- What information can you find related to the three scientists Professor King references? Why are these particular scientists important to her field of study?

- In the complete interview of Professor King, what does she use to describe what an anthropologist does? What types of skills are required? How could these skills be applied to a wide variety of professions or career interests?

- What specifically does Professor King study? What applications does her research have to understanding nature?